
THE STORY

Cleopatra lives in the Palace with her sister, Arsinoe and her father, Pharaoh Ptolemy.
Before dying, the Pharaoh, the King of Egypt, hands the Sacred Key to Cleopatra, his 
younger daughter. This key is a very particular one as it unlocks all of the country’s 
treasures.

This decision makes Arsinoe, Cleopatra’s sister, feel envious because she should have 
been the one to receive the Sacred Key. From then on, she begins to concoct a plan to 
recover it.

Feeling afraid of her new responsibility, Cleopatra decides to go for a walk. While 
wandering around she meets Bek, a young villager who sells fruit.

Cleopatra and Bek become very good friends and the villager helps Cleopatra to enjoy 
the simplest things in life.

At the palace, Arsinoe convinces Appi, one of the servants, to pass himself off 
as Juba, the King of Numidia. Arsinoe’s plan is to obtain the key when Appi and 
Cleopatra become husband and wife.

Arsinoe tricks Cleopatra into believing that her nation is in desperate need of food 
supplies. King Juba has offered to help Egypt, but only if Cleopatra marries him. 

Cleopatra has to make the most difficult choice: save Egypt from starvation or lose Bek’s 
friendship forever.



Take a look at the new words below and match them with 
the correct dEFINITIONS.
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Palace

PHARAoH

chest full of jewels

chamber

villager

A king of Egypt a long time ago.

A large box that is filled with gold 
necklaces, silver bracelets or shiny 
pearls.

The home of a king, queen or other 
rich and powerful person.

A private room to store important and 
secret items.

A person who lives in a small 
settlement of homes in an area 
outside the city.     



Getting to Know
 Cleopatra's Story

1. Now that you know the words, let’s read the story!
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Cleopatra lives in the Palace with her sister Arsinoe and her father, Pharaoh Ptolemy.

One day, Pharaoh asks Cleopatra and Arsinoe to place a chest full of jewels inside a 
chamber. He locks it with a sacred key.

The sacred key can open the chamber, which holds all of the country’s treasures, and the 
person who possesses it becomes the king or queen of Egypt.

The Pharaoh realizes that he is about to die so he decides to give the sacred key to 
Cleopatra. 

Arsinoe feels jealous about her father’s decision. Pharaoh begs Arsinoe to help Cleopatra 
lead the country.

Pharaoh finally dies and Cleopatra takes the sacred key and becomes the new princess.

Feeling afraid of her new responsibility, she decides to go for a walk. While wandering she 
comes across Bek, a young villager who sells fruit.

At the Palace, Arsinoe concocts a plan to obtain the key and become queen. Appi, one 
of the palace servants, will help her succeed by pretending to be King Juba of Numidia. 

If there are any problems in Egypt, the New King Juba of Numidia will help. The only 
condition is to marry Cleopatra.

Cleopatra has to make a decision: She is in love with Bek but she has to save Egypt as her 
father told her.



Discovering the Characters

Watch the video closely and match the picture of the 
character with their name and the item you see.

Cleopatra
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sacred KEY

black         CAT

BROOM

crown

FRUIT

APPI

BEK

Pharaoh 
Ptolemy

ARSINOE



Discovering the Characters

2. Now, watch it again and circle the correct information in 
     the box below.
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Her Our His name is Cleopatra. 
She is the princess  king  prince.
She has got the necklace  bracelet  key.
She looks worried  happy  cross about her father’s decision.

1.

Her  His  Their  name is Arsinoe.
She is Cleopatra’s  brother  sister   niece.
She has got a cat  rat  hat.
She looks excited  jealous  blue about her sister’s new title.

2.

Her  His  Your name is Appi.
He is the Palace doorman  cook  servant.
He has got a broom  fork   shovel.
He looks scared  excited   angry  to become the King Juba of Numidia.

3.



The Story is M
ixed Up!

The story of Cleopatra is mixed up. 
Can you put it in the correct order? 
Draw lines between the boxes. Follow the example given.

decides to help Arsinoe by pretending 
to be King Juba of Numidia.

so she concocts a plan to obtain 
the key and become queen.

which opens a chamber with all 
of the country’s treasures. Now 
Cleopatra is the new queen.

While wandering in the village 
she meets Bek, a young villager. 

and he will help her be the 
best queen of Egypt.

1

2

3

4

5

feels jealous of Cleopatra 

becomes Cleopatra’s best 
friend

is scared about her father’s 
decision and decides to go 
for a walk.

the palace servant,

dies and gives Cleopatra 
the sacred key,

Cleopatra

APPI

BEK

Pharaoh 
Ptolemy

ARSINOE



W
hat Do the Characters Do?
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In the following chart, we have organized the activities/
actions of each character. Take a look at it and answer 
the questions.

Cleopatra Arsinoe Appi Beck

sweeps the floor

helps other 
people

creates a plan to 
obtain the key

lives in the 
Palace

sells fruit in 
the village

1. What does Arsinoe do?

2. What does Cleopatra do?

3. What does Bek do?

4. What does Appi do?

5. Who helps other people?



1. Does Arsinoe sell fruit in the village?

Yes, she does. No, she doesn’t.

2. Does Cleopatra sweep the floor?

3. Do Bek and Cleopatra help other people?

4. Does Appi live in the palace?

5. Does Appi create a plan to obtainthe key?

We use the simple present tense to talk about general facts, 
habitual events or instructions. In this activity, you can read about 
the characters’ routines (habitual activities).

Gr
am

m
ar
Sp
ot
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2. Now, look at the chart again and underline the correct answer.

Yes, she does. No, she doesn’t.

Yes, they do. No, they don’t.

Yes, he does. No, he doesn’t.

Yes, he does. No, he doesn’t.

Affirmative: He/She/It + verb (-s / -es) 

Negative: He/She/It + does not (doesn’t) + verb (in the infinitive form)

Interrogative: Does + he/she/it + verb (in the infinitive form)?

W
hat Do the Characters Do?



A Day in Arsinoe's Life

Arsinoe has shared her daily routine with you. 
Read it and complete the sentences about her.

In the morning, Arsinoe
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In the afternoon, she 

At night 

MORNING

Arsinoe

NIGHTAFTERNOON

Pet the Cat/in the 
Bedroom

Read a Book/ in the 
garden

Practise singing/ in 
the shower



A Day in Arsinoe's Life

2. Now, imagine a day in the life of Bek. Can you guess his routine? 
     

MORNINGbek NIGHTAFTERNOON

3. Draw it and write it down. Here are some options to help you:     

• Clean the fruit / in his shop
• Skateboard / in the park
• Read comics/ in his bed
• Swim / in the pool of an abandoned palace
• Make paper planes / to play with Cleopatra

In the morning, Bek

In the afternoon, he 

At night 
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Scene: Singing Lesson

One morning, Arsinoe teaches Cleopatra how to sing.
Cleopatra feels scared because she thinks she can’t do it.
Appi helps the girls during the lesson. 

Arsinoe: The queen of Egypt must sing beautifully!
Cleopatra: No… I can’t do it!
Appi: Yes, you can!
Arsinoe: No, you can’t.
Appi: Yes, she can.
Cleopatra:  Yes, I can.
Arsinoe: Can you do it?
Appi: I can do it.
Cleopatra: Can you do it?
Appi: Can I do it?
Arsinoe: No, you can’t!
Cleopatra: I will do it. I’m a good singer! 
Appi: I am a better singer.
Arsinoe: But I am the best singer.
Appi: But I am a better singer.
Arsinoe: And I am the best singer.
Cleopatra: Well... I am fast.
Appi: I am faster!
Arsinoe: And I am the fastest.
Cleopatra: I am intelligent!
Arsinoe: I’m more intelligent.
Appi: And I am taller than you. In fact, I am the tallest! 


